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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte  Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. As adjudicators, we were 
pleased to get the opportunity to return to Lusk and see the combined efforts of your 12 tidy towns committee 
members, the 50 volunteers and the businesses who work on your projects. We are glad that good links have been 
established between your committee and Fingal County Council and we also wondered if you have received any 
assistance from Tus / Fas? If not, it is recommended that you approach them as they have been an invaluable 
source of support in other tidy town centres. It is great to see that many local businesses that include Liam 
Fitzgerald solicitor and the Credit Union among others as this demonstrates to us that the work that you undertake 
is highly appreciated locally. We were surprised to see that there was no reference to the other community based 
groups in your entry form and we wondered if there have been any collaborations between your committee and 
sports clubs (e.g. the GAA, soccer, athletics), social groups (active retired, Men’s Shed) or special interest groups 
(such as a historical society or a community development association)? Perhaps you could let us know in 2023. You 
are commended on running annual competitions on the environment for the local schools but we urge you to 
continue to build on your relationship with the schoolchildren and teachers. Why not approach them and ask if they 
would like to get involved in any of your landscaping, nature and biodiversity and sustainability projects? Given that 
these issues all form themes in the Green Schools Programme, it is likely that they would be interested in getting 
involved. Thank you for your completed entry form, cover letter, details of work programme and photo appendix as 
they informed our visit. It is recommended that your work programme is typed up in the form of action plan with all 
projects listed under tidy towns categories rather than the areas where there are found within Lusk.
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We know from your entry form that your town has grown very significantly over the last seven years and the rapid 
growth in the numbers of houses and other buildings was evident during adjudication. Not only has the growth led to 
the development of many high quality and modern new dwellings, additional businesses and attractive public areas, 
it has also generated a vibrancy within Lusk that is reflected in your bustling town centre. Murrays looked 
tremendously well with its new signage while Costcutters and the Clay Cottage appeared bright and fresh in their 
new coats of paint. The Garda station paint job had not been completed at the time of our visit and we look forward 
to seeing it next year! The new Lidl looked fabulous with its sleek and modern design while the new apartment 
buildings that are adjacent to it in the new Lusk Village Quarter were similarly impressive. A range of other 
commercial premises stood out by virtue of their neat appearance. Stacks Pharmacy, Supervalu, MacCabes 
Pharmacy, Kelly’s garage and the old Post Office building all looked great while Top Shop also impressed - it could 
be further improved by touching up the paint on the vintage agricultural machinery on its grounds. We were 
fascinated by the range of heritage buildings to be found in Lusk. The round tower and Church, St MacCullins 
Church and the Parish Pastoral Centre all drew positive attention while Echlins Tomb and the 1916 monument also 
generated interest. We are glad to see that your heritage buildings are appreciated and this is demonstrated by the 
excellent reuse of the Carnegie Library (as a Parish Hall), a historic cottage (as the cultural centre - a project which 
is a work in progress) and we admired the Ivy House Montessori building. The central green in front of St 
MacCullins Church is delightful with its mature trees, pleasant seating areas and new bandstand. Has any 
consideration been given to setting up a heritage trail with information plaques that explain the significance of these 
buildings to your town’s past? In our view, this could be done quite easily and there seems little doubt that it would 
be of interest to existing and new residents of Lusk. Your renovated Market Square sculpture (which was relettered 
and power washed) could also be added to it. Well done also on installing a new ICA plaque – this if considered to 
be a fitting recognition of the valuable work that is done by this great organisation.
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Church and the Parish Pastoral Centre all drew positive attention while Echlins Tomb and the 1916 monument also 
generated interest. We are glad to see that your heritage buildings are appreciated and this is demonstrated by the 
excellent reuse of the Carnegie Library (as a Parish Hall), a historic cottage (as the cultural centre - a project which 
is a work in progress) and we admired the Ivy House Montessori building. The central green in front of St 
MacCullins Church is delightful with its mature trees, pleasant seating areas and new bandstand. Has any 
consideration been given to setting up a heritage trail with information plaques that explain the significance of these 
buildings to your town’s past? In our view, this could be done quite easily and there seems little doubt that it would 
be of interest to existing and new residents of Lusk. Your renovated Market Square sculpture (which was relettered 
and power washed) could also be added to it. Well done also on installing a new ICA plaque – this if considered to 
be a fitting recognition of the valuable work that is done by this great organisation.

A range of pleasant landscaping schemes were seen in Lusk during our visit. The newly planted beds at the 
entrance name stone to Orlynn Park (from both Dublin Road and Station Road) looked quite well and they provide a 
nice introduction to this area with its trimmed grass margins and mature trees. We also admired the mature planted 
bank that is located opposite Clay Cottage which accommodated a diverse range of shrubs and grasses and the 
triangular rose bed outside barrack house on the Dublin road looked well. Treen Hill was most impressive as 
wildflowers lined the roadside verge (at the base of the natural stone wall) and colourful pink roses in bloom could 
be spotted beneath the entrance name stone. The raised natural stone beds that surrounded the car park opposite 
Murrays were a highlight with Hebe, roses, box hedging and sage visible. The tiered planter on the public square 
opposite An Teachin looked well but we were surprised to see that the square decorative gravel based beds at the 
ICA plaque had limited planting in place. Is this a work in progress? The contribution of individual businesses to this 
cartegory are acknowledged. We liked the linear planted beds outside the HSE Health Centre (with what appeared 
to be Pride of Madeira visible) and the mature beds at the base of the agricultural machinery (with hypericum, 
cotoneaster and succulents) at Top Shop stand out. The mature shrubs on the perimeter of the Supervalu car park 
are nice but they would benefit from a revamp in advance of next years competition. A special mention is needed for 
the Lusk Community Unit which looked great with its carefully maintained gardens. We enjoyed our visit to Chapel 
Green where the new landscaping scheme was bedding down nicely and we look forward to seeing this mature in 
the years ahead. Colourful half barrel planters could also be seen at the carefully maintained pump and we admired 
the lovely mature trees here. An eye catching landscaping scheme could be seen at the gravelled entrance to 
Green Hollow and an impressive array of pollinator friendly planting and mature shrubs was observed at the 
entrance to Whitethorn Park. We were most impressed with the Park beside the Community School which is a 
lovely amenity with an outdoor gym, playground, walkways, seating and pitches - all of which are maintained to a 
high standard. There are plenty of trees planted along the boundary of the park and we wondered if this is one of 
the locations where the natural hedgerow has been planted along the timber fence? We would like to commend 
your committee on its ongoing tree planting programme with new trees planted at Joe’s bridge on the Skerries Road 
and in a number of residential estates throughout your town. Please let us know which estates have engaged in tree 
planting next year.

We are pleased to read that there is a strong focus on maintaining and protecting hedgerows in Lusk with new 
hedgerows being planted along the Dublin Road, on the chapel road (opposite the Lusk national school), on Hands 
Lane and on Church Road. This is considered to be a significant project as hedgerows not only provide for very 
attractive boundary treatments but they are also a very important source of food and shelter for insects and birdlife. 
We urge you to continue to identify areas in Lusk where existing hedgerows need to be planted or supplemented. 
We are delighted to see that your committee and volunteers are taking determined steps to make a positive 
contribution to biodiversity by choosing pollinator friendly plants for your landscaping schemes. These actions 
support important pollinators such as bees and butterflies and ensure native wildlife and plant life can thrive. Well 
done on planting the wildflower seeds at the entrance to Treen Hill as they looked well during our visit. You can also 
add to local pollen sources by leaving grass uncut (i.e. adopting a ‘don’t mow, let it grow’ approach) as this enables 
natural wildflowers (such as daisies, buttercups and clover) to grow. It is also recommended that you promote the 
planting of pollen rich plants in the wider community by encouraging private homeowners / occupiers to sow 
pollinator friendly plant varieties in their gardens. We know from the photos that you submitted with your entry form 
that daffodil planting takes place along Rathmore road during springtime and we urge you to diversify the spring 
bulbs used to include alliums, crocus and snowdrops. It is pleasing to read that your committee, volunteers and 
residents are planting trees and the new estates. We urge you to keep this up as trees deliver multiple benefits such 
as cleaner air, shade during hot weather and they make a positive contribution to biodiversity. Please let us know 
the number of new trees that you have planted and their locations in 2023.

This category provides your committee with an opportunity to tell us about all of the things that your committee, 
volunteers, schools, businesses and the wider community are doing to reduce resource use and to avoid the 
generation of unnecessary waste. We are pleased to see that your committee are leading by example by engaging 
in composting of grass, leaves and other cuttings and we wondered if you are now self-sufficient in compost by 
producing your own? Why not consider harvesting rainwater as this will enable you to avoid using treated water for 
maintaining your landscaping schemes. Growing your own plants and using recycled materials (such as waste or 
surplus timber) for planters \ bird boxes \ outdoor seating should also be considered. We are pleased to hear that 
recycling facilities are available in Lusk and given that your population is rapidly expanding, have new locations 
been identified for additional recycling bins? It is pleasing to read that the garages in your area recycle much of their 
waste tyres, batteries and metal and we wondered what other local businesses are doing to adopt more sustainable 
behaviours? We note that there is no reference to what the schools are doing and we urge you to include any 
relevant projects that they are undertaking in 2023 – as they are often hotbeds for innovative new ideas under this 
category. Noting the number of high quality, modern and energy efficient new homes that were built in your area in 
recent years, we wondered if there is any interest in Lusk becoming as sustainable energy community? If so, full 
details are available from www.seai.ie. We would appreciate updates on these projects in 2023.

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:



We are pleased to report that the standard of litter control in your town was very high during adjudication with almost 
all areas that were visited appearing litter free and very well maintained. We would particularly like to compliment 
the construction companies who are responsible for the major developments that are taking place in the new Lusk 
village quarter as these areas looked clean and tidy despite the disruptions caused by major building work. While 
the overall standard of litter control was high, some issues need to be brought to your attention. Litter was visible on 
Hands Lane (particularly to the entrance to the large vacant site), at the fence in the GAA grounds, on the Ministers 
road approach and at the bring centre to the rear of Supervalu. It is recommended that these areas are given extra 
attention during your cleanups and litter picks. The standard of tidiness was also considered to be high with weed 
free roadsides, cleanly swept kerbs and pathways and clean signage visible during adjudication. Small 
improvements remain possible. The speed limit signage on the ministers road and the approach road leading to the 
MacCullins Church would benefit from a power washing while the planted beds at the Supervalu car park entrance 
need to be spruced up. Some signage poles with no signs were spotted at Market Square (opposite the sculpture) 
while the fence surrounding the GAA grounds was untidy looking. Perhaps this boundary could be screened by 
planting a natural hedgerow? Edging needs to take place in sections along the cycle path on the Rathmore road (as 
the cycle lane is shrinking!) and an untidy dog litter bin was also spotted here.

waste tyres, batteries and metal and we wondered what other local businesses are doing to adopt more sustainable 
behaviours? We note that there is no reference to what the schools are doing and we urge you to include any 
relevant projects that they are undertaking in 2023 – as they are often hotbeds for innovative new ideas under this 
category. Noting the number of high quality, modern and energy efficient new homes that were built in your area in 
recent years, we wondered if there is any interest in Lusk becoming as sustainable energy community? If so, full 
details are available from www.seai.ie. We would appreciate updates on these projects in 2023.

We would like to commend the residents of the many residential estates in Lusk for the high standard of 
presentation that they have achieved in their areas. Whitethorn Park stood out and its impressive entrance planting 
and carefully maintained roadside verges. Clonrath looked great as its combination of trimmed grass areas, trees 
and planting (including lavender) worked very well. Scholars Walk looked nice with its clear name signage and 
entrance shrub beds (which includes fuchsia) but it could be further improved by giving the green pump a fresh coat 
of paint. Dun Emer and Chapel Gate were most impressive as they achieved a consistently high standard 
throughout their areas and the central green space (opposite the Centra) is lovely. We admired the attractive name 
stone and entrance planting at Orlynn while the diversity of plant species that could be seen in the long linear bed 
along the entrance road to the impressive Tower Mews is applauded. On the Rathmore road, we were very 
impressed by the immaculately maintained Racecourse Green (which looks like it has only recently been 
completed) and the Forge also looks well.

No report on Lusk would be complete without reviewing the roundabouts that could be seen along the Rathmore 
road and it was clear from our visit that there is a strong focus on ensuring that they look their best. We are 
delighted to report that the roundabouts looked stunning and it was obvious that a lot of hard work has gone into 
perfecting the landscaping schemes that were on display. The Remount roundabout was eye catching where the 
combination of decorative gravel, pink roses in bloom and central trees looked well. The new pedestrian crossing 
was in place at the junction of Station road (and the Remount roundabout) and noting that provision has been made 
for landscaping and planting on the central island bed here, we look forward to seeing this complete next year. The 
Raheny roundabout was also impressive while the carpet of roses and mature trees at the Skerries Road 
roundabout provides a dramatic introduction to your town. The Dublin road roundabout maintains the high overall 
standard of presentation with its roses, mature trees, shrubs and central raven sculpture.

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Concluding Remarks:

Congratulations to the committee and volunteers in Lusk for a great performance in this years tidy towns 
competition. Keep up the good work and we look forward to seeing your lovely town again in 2023!


